
W hat a wonderful time in which Mandelbrot and plum pudding taste sweet rather than dry, in which nuts not
only need to be cracked but also nibbled on and in which shivering from the cold rather than from exam
anxiety is still necessary. Well, the latter is not so desirable either, but it is certainly bearable in the right

company and with the right events. With this in mind, we have once again put together a fine selection of tasty event
cookies.

The Doctoral Students’ Convention
The Doctoral Students’ Convention (ProKo) advocates for the interests of FAU’s doctoral
students. Each year, two representatives from all registered doctoral students are elected at each
faculty. The 10 elected doctoral students together form the Doctoral Students’ Convention of
FAU. ProKo organizes networking events for doctoral students several times a year, including a
monthly get-together. While you have to wait for ProKo’s next visit to the Christkindlesmarkt, they
invite you to join them for a collective mulled wine session on Friday, December 15th in front of HH. For more events
and information, feel free to check ProKo’s blog or Instagram channel.

Old Protocols
Once again, Christmas is around the corner, and once again, you’ve left gift shopping too late. To avoid this in your exam
preparation, start looking for past exams for your upcoming exam phase. With an extensive collection of memory protocols
from past oral exams, we are happy to help you get a more reliable impression of the questions you might face. Just send
us an email specifying which exams you’d like protocols for, and we’ll send you suitable ones. As a small favor, we hope
that you will, in turn, document your own experiences for future generations and contribute to expanding our collection.

Other Interesting Dates
But before we let upcoming exams spoil our evenings too much, here are some noteworthy events in the coming weeks:
Dec 16th, 11 am, HG Modern Physics on Saturday Morning – "Quantum Electronics – but electric now"
Dec 18th, 6 pm, HG FSI Auditorium Cinema
Dec 19th, 12 pm, Zoom QuCoLiMa Talk – Nonlinear Interrogation of Quantum Materials
Dec 19th, 4.30 pm, H11/Ü4 Christmas Lecture - Mathematics/DS Department
Dec 20th, 7 pm, Ü4 FSI Karaoke Night

Additionally, the FSI is already planning more game nights on Tuesday, Jan 09, Thursday, Jan 18, and Monday,
Jan 29. The next UFUF lecture series in mathematics is also scheduled for Tuesday, Jan 23.

Physicists in the Workforce
On Tuesday, January 16th, you have the opportunity to gain insight into the professional world beyond the university with
two lectures from the series "Physicists in the Workforce." The time, venue, and topics of the event will soon be announced
on posters and the FSI website.

FSI Evaluation
Last summer, you were asked to evaluate FSI Math/Physics/DS in various lectures. In the spirit of transparency, we want
to present you with a selection of the results. Discussing the evaluation is meaningful since 80% of respondents obtain
information about us through toilet paper and posters. Your interest in written old exams (and somewhat more reservedly
in old scripts) hopefully provides a good basis when we address this issue with your professors.

How satisfied are you with the memory protocol collection of FSI? Would you address FSI with your study problems?

In addition to difficulties in theoretical physics and issues with module catalogs and Campo, we were also in-
formed about overlaps in lectures and individual problems due to illnesses. This illustrates the variety of problems with
which you can come to us to find a solution together. We were praised for our wide range of activities but also pointed out
outdated toilet papers and websites, which we aim to improve. Since the survey, we have given more attention to the
maintenance of the social room, hopefully with positive results. Finally, we appreciate your numerous suggestions for new
activities. If you have more questions about the evaluation, you can continue reading here on how to reach us.

How to Reach Us
Do you have any more questions about your studies? Do you want to know more about us or our activities? Or do you even
want to join FSI? Then you can reach us either by email (fsi-mathe-physik-ds@fau.de) or in person: Our office hours are
Tuesdays, 1-2 pm in the Math FSI room and Thursdays, 11.30 am-12.30 pm in the Physics FSI room. Our meetings
are held every Wednesday at 6 pm – in even calendar weeks in the Physics FSI room and in odd ones in the Math FSI
room. We look forward to seeing you!
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